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Introduction

Pre-lab support

In the past two years, the assessment methods for First Year Chemistry Teaching Laboratories have been
transformed from limited Blackboard quizzes and paper results sheets, to interactive, bespoke quizzes offering
a more appropriate and flexible learning and assessment experience for the students. This transformation
was initiated in direct response to student feedback and has been led by me in collaboration with Learning
Science Ltd.

Before each practical, students are given access to interactive resources integrated with their Blackboard
course. These activities help students visualise new equipment and techniques, with the aim of making them
better prepared upon arrival for their lab. Students can also use these simulations when in the lab to confirm
correct techniques. Key simulations are also incorporated into quizzes, and links to other simulations are
provided in questions to encourage their use.

Lab simulation activities

Challenges

Limitations of original setup

One of the challenges in First Year
Chemistry is the large cohort of students
across our two core courses. In Semester
1, >1200 students participate in laboratory
practical sessions each fortnight, with
>800 students in semester 2.
Pre-lab quizzes were hosted on
Blackboard, which has limited functionality
for chemistry specific questions and for
multi-step calculations.
Students would complete paper results
sheets, submitted before leaving the
laboratory and marked by their
demonstrator before the next practical.

Although this system worked well, limitations highlighted
by consistent feedback from students and demonstrators
included:

Interactive controls which relate
directly to actions in the practical.

• Using a mixture of Blackboard based pre-lab quizzes,
paper results sheets and online submission (e.g. Excel
files, analytical spectra) increased administrative
complexity.
• Requiring students to submit completed results sheets
before leaving the laboratory increased students’
anxiety, limited time in the laboratory and for students
to reflect on the activity.
• Students only received feedback when attending their
next session with no time to adapt their approach to the
pre-laboratory work and strategy for this session.

Pre-labs aim to support
students by improving:
﹢Familiarity with key concepts
and equipment
﹢Confidence in the lab
﹢Use of lab time
﹢Feedback opportunities
﹢Opportunity to practise

Solution
By paying close attention to the conditions that facilitate learning and success of students in teaching
laboratories, I have developed technology-based innovations in a collaborative partnership with the Learning
Science Ltd team (Bristol, UK) providing bespoke activities tailored to our students.

Step-by-step instructions, with instant
feedback for correct and incorrect actions.

Usage: Despite the activities not being compulsory, students willingly used the resources, and many used
them more than once. The large number of users was no barrier to the students accessing the resources or
gaining feedback from the activities.
Table 1: Top 5 most viewed lab simulation activities in 2018
Simulation title

Learning Science Ltd are a group of professional scientists, developers, and designers who create and
maintain libraries of interactive lab simulation activities and build advanced online assessments in conjunction
with university science departments. Working closely with Learning Science we integrated activities from the
resource library with our LMS to provide pre-lab support to students, and created specific online quizzes to
be completed before and after each practical. The post-lab quizzes and reports were given a deadline 24
hours after the practical, extending the time needed to complete and making better use of within lab time.

Benefits of the online quizzes
﹢ Immediate, targeted feedback - student
receives real-time, detailed, targeted
feedback while they are completing the
activity
﹢ Consistent grading
﹢ Assess student’s own data
﹢ Better use of student time - more time for
students to concentrate on the techniques
and experiments in the lab, and submit online
within 24 hours
﹢ Increased student satisfaction
﹢ Better use of instructor time - students can get
more support time from staff who are not
spending hours marking lab analyses and
calculations

views per user

UV-Vis Spectrophotometer Technique

1193

698

1.71

Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) Rf Measurement

1103

575

1.92

Vacuum Filtration (Buchner) Technique

1064

612

1.74

Automated Pipette

1054

568

1.86

869

436

1.99

Smart Worksheets example

Advanced features

Before and after each practical, students were
asked to complete quizzes online. The online
quizzes have been updated to facilitate learning
through a combination of:
• traditional quiz questions (multiple choice, fill-inblanks, short or long answer, etc.),
• embedded lab simulation activities and
animations,
• a molecular drawing tool,
• and multi-step calculations or analysis questions
provided through Smart Worksheets (see right).
Questions were auto-graded, with the exception of
long answers, which led to some clear benefits.

users

Electric Hot Plate and Magnetic Stirrer Technique

Online quizzes and reporting
How they work

views

Graphing - Allows
students to create graphs
from their own data or
analyse data within graphs

Smart Worksheets expand the features available in online quizzes. These features aim to support students
while completing post-lab quizzes and reports, helping to address common mistakes, build confidence, and
improve the quality of their responses. Customisation of all features allows the quizzes to be purely
formative with lots of support and feedback, or summative with less help.

Grading can be adjusted for visibility,
number of attempts, point reduction per
attempt, etc., depending on the purpose
Answers can be validated
before students submit them
to be graded, to help address
common mistakes

Drawing tool - Facilitates the
drawing of molecular
diagrams within quizzes,
which are then auto-graded

With multi-step questions, the ability
to solve a question stops students
getting stuck and frustrated

Analysis tools e.g. NMR Spectroscopy - Interactive
spectrogram allows instant analysis within the quiz
Students receive immediate and
targeted feedback based on their inputs
Other features which enhance the student experience:
﹢ Students can enter their own data collected in the lab and use them in analysis or calculations.
﹢ The quality of their data can also be assessed automatically, comparing it to expected ranges or values.
﹢ Students can construct graphs using their data within the worksheet, supported by feedback and guidance.

Too small?

Student and academic feedback
Quotes from students
❝ One of the best resources for the pracs were the labskills videos. Those were very very helpful and made
sure you knew what to expect when you get there. It was also really nice doing the postlab quiz online, rather
than a hand-in at the lab. ❞

Demonstrated Benefits
The combination of bespoke pre- and post-lab quizzes and interactive simulations has shown great
benefits in First Year Chemistry laboratories.
•

Students are better prepared for exploring new techniques in the lab.

•

❝ I found having the post lab quiz much better than CHEM1100's handing in of the lab sheet. It gave more
time to both do the experiment and answer and understand the questions during the quiz. I also used the
labskills resources every prac and found them helpful. ❞

Students have greater confidence in their ability to analyse their data and refer back to feedback
in the pre-lab quizzes.

•

Deadline pressure has been removed, creating a positive learning laboratory environment and
allowing reflection time.

❝ Having 24 hours to submit post lab quizzes was appreciated, as I know in previous years they had to be
completed in the lab time. ❞

•

Automatic marking has reduced marking pressure on demonstrators and has improved
marking consistency. Reduced marking costs has off-set the cost of designing, maintaining and
administering pre- and post-lab quizzes.

•

An extended deadline and the opportunity to type rather than write has increased quality,
accuracy and depth of open answers to reflective questions.

❝ The pracs - well designed, good pre and post labs that walk you through the calculations. ❞
❝ I liked how we got frequent grades back - pre and post lab ❞
❝ Practical laboratory sessions were great. Huge improvement over chem1100 labs. The post lab report work
was a bit frustrating at times but it was a lot better than having to rush an experiment and do post lab work
within 3 hours like chem1100. ❞

Quote from staff
❝ Student preparedness for our first year labs has always been of concern. The introduction of simulations
more recently has been another great help, as students now come into the lab understanding more about the
equipment and processes that they are going to use. The use of online quizzes has enabled us to give more
timely feedback to students and they are feeling much more positive that they can understand what they
are doing in the labs. One big advantage with the online quiz system has been the ability to break down
complicated calculations into smaller chunks which the students are better able to master with assistance,
rather than being stuck and not knowing where to start. ❞
Dr. Philip Sharpe, Director of First Year Chemistry.

Next steps
• We will continue to incorporate new functionalities within the quizzes, e.g. NMR uploads
and interpretation, and make better use of graphing tools to reduce double handling of
data.
• A new First Year chemistry portal will ensure that the simulations will be displayed in a
more user-friendly manner, leading to more views and greater understanding of new
processes.
• More quizzes will be developed for higher year chemistry laboratory courses to promote a
consistent learning pathway for our chemistry major students.

